
Oh shit… - Neha Bhat 

We all do it. We lose it. Shamelessly, unmindful of the consequences, we are forced to lose it, 

confined by bodily necessity or general cleanliness of those metres of space we reside in, that we 

bother to maintain. It is one of the few things in our social realm that we are taught to lose. From 

being buried under the foliage in one’s backyard, or being flushed away in a narrow pipe, being rinsed 

in the vacuum of a basin with three holes, being trashed in a suave container in a swanky mall, being 

collected in a light-weight container in a flight mid-air to being thrown into a jumbled mass of 

undecipherable objects on the roadside, we lose our waste everyday. 

But losing is the easiest part of being human. Getting it off our back as a part of our loss is what we 

all do. The toughest, would be to trash the notion that we never have to find it, to trash the concept 

that ‘Out of mind is out of sight’. It’s no longer ours once we have lost it. 

Gulping down a decent meal and losing what we don’t want out of it in the next hour is easy for us, 

because we, as a country have the concept of a ‘privileged loss’. However, isn’t it this privilege that 

makes it easy for us to criticize the man who squats with a jug of water on the railway tracks at dawn 

each day or to blame our culture for the state of our public loos? It is easy for us to forget that he 

doesn’t have the availability of a space he can call his own. Nor does he have a sewage system that 

takes care of what he doesn’t want. Neither has he been given the social sensibility to use a device for 

excretion installed in a space of a suffocating dimension in his village.  Hence, this ignorance makes it 

easier for him to lose and forget. In a sense, a habit has become embedded in us of losing 

unconsciously and never bothering to find out what happens to the substances we lose. 

Isn’t it often that we sight a big garbage dump which forces the action of covering our nostrils and 

then we realise the magnitude of the waste we collect, but then, don’t we instantly forget about it? 

Isn’t it also surprising that the man on the railway platform who lives in the garbage dump thinks it is 

a part of his reality and scavenges for his living from it? Is he a finder? Won’t he also one day lose 

what he finds?  

But there is another angle to this reality. It is neither of the two kinds of people who consider it a 

dignified enough job to find their waste, in a literal sense. The unfortunate few who find themselves at 

the bottom of the caste system, which, in contrast to common knowledge, is very much prevalent in 

Indian society today, clean human waste out. Cleaning up is a part of their means of living and hence, 

their consciousness of ‘lost and found’ refuses to figure in it. 

So, we realise that the idea of pollution applies to us in a sense which is very ‘Brahmin’ and hence, 

comes the idea of stratification. So, although everybody is allowed to lose, only some are confined to 

find. 



Why don’t we find our waste? Unlike other losses, probably it’s not a loss we can be bothered too 

much with and hence we can’t be bothered to find it. What is complex about it is that in our 

relationship with waste, due to the fact that we share a common planet, both losers and finders are 

keepers. What makes our human-waste marriage even more complex is the nature of this root-of-all-

evils ‘waste’. Although one man’s waste could be another’s gain, this other man’s gain will eventually 

turn into the same waste that gave him a periodic gain. 

Where is this inevitable marriage heading to? A divorce in some sense is impossible, even with the 

advancement of science in the long run. Producing waste is probably an integral part of being human. 

But what happens once our waste consumes us? Should we still wait for apocalypse and lose 

mindlessly? 

 Are we too busy? Don’t we care enough? Is it too much trouble? 

Till those questions are answered, we might have to keep juggling between ‘lost and found’, which is 

not such a bad idea, but for the question, ‘Are we searching together’? 

 


